INTRODUCTION
Fiber tracking on diffusion MRI (dMRI) data has become an important tool for the in-vivo investigation 1 of the structural configuration of fiber bundles at the macroscale. Tractography is fundamental to gain 2 information about white matter (WM) morphology in many clinical applications like neurosurgical planning and hindered-diffusion (see Figure 1 , panel A). These compartments will be derived from the macroscopic 48 structure of tissues within the brain, specified in the following order 2 : cortical gray matter (cGM), deep 49 gray matter (dGM), WM, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), and abnormal tissue 3 . On the other hand, the restricted-50 diffusion compartments are specified by up to three volume fractions {F i | i ∈ {1, 2, 3}} of three single 51 fiber populations per voxel along with their corresponding direction maps {V i | i ∈ {1, 2, 3}}.
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The process to obtain the microstructural model from one dataset of the HCP can be described as follows data (Glasser et al., 2013) . A further advantage is that BEDPOSTX exploits the multi-shell acquisitions of 58 the HCP while operating at whole-brain level. 2) A fractional anisotropy (FA) map is obtained after fitting a tensor model with MRTrix. As we shall see in the Appendix, the FA is used to infer F 1 (the fraction map of the most prevalent fiber), avoiding the extremely noisy estimation of F 1 performed by BEDPOSTX in 61 the previous step. 3) The original fiber fractions {F i } and the FA map are denoised with a nonlocal means 62 filter included in dipy (Garyfallidis et al., 2014) . This step produces an important smoothing of the maps, 63 while preserving the edges. Smoothing is also beneficial in simplifying the voxel-wise diffusion model. 4) 64 The macrostructural fractions {T j } are extracted from the T1-weighted image of the dataset, using standard 65 FSL segmentation tools (Jenkinson et al., 2012) . 5) The images obtained previously (FA map, {V i }, {F i }, is presented in Figure 1B . The single fiber response is a Gaussian diffusion tensor with axial symmetry 72 and eigenvalues λ 1 = 2.2 · 10 -3 mm 2 s -1 and λ 2,3 = 0.2 · 10 -3 mm 2 s -1 . The resulting FODs map is then 73 combined with the free-and hindered-diffusion compartments corresponding to {T j }. The free-diffusion 74 compartment corresponds to the CSF fraction map T 4 and is modeled with isotropic diffusivity D CSF of 75 3.0 · 10 -3 mm 2 s -1 . The hindered-diffusion compartments correspond to {T 1 , T 2 , T 3 } and are also modeled Figure 2 , panels A2, A4). Particularly, due to its location nearby the orbitofrontal lobe, the forceps minor is 96 generally affected by susceptibility distortions. 97 We recommend Diffantom as ground-truth in verification and validation frameworks (Figure 2, panel B) 98 for testing pipelines. Diffantom is applicable in the unit testing of algorithms, the integration testing of 99 modules in workflows, and the overall system testing. Some potential applications follow: 100 • Investigating the impact of different diffusion sampling schemes on the local microstructure model of choice and on the subsequent global tractography outcome. Since the gradient scheme can be set by "diffantomize" real dMRI datasets is available at https://github.com/oesteban/diffantom Wilkins, B., Lee, N., Gajawelli, N., Law, M., and Leporé, N. (2014) . Fiber estimation and tractography in diffusion MRI: Development of simulated brain images and comparison of multi-fiber analysis methods at clinical b-values. 
where f {cgm,dgm,wm} are the fractions of restricted diffusion for each tissue. Sepehrband et al. (2015) found 164 out that the fiber fraction ranges across the corpus callosum from the 70±8% in its body to an upper bound 165 of 80±11% in the splenium. Therefore, we choose f wm = 80% as default fraction of restricted diffusion 166 in the white matter (WM). To our knowledge, restricted diffusion fractions have been studied only for 167 WM. Therefore, we set f cgm = 25% and f dgm = 50% as they yield plausible FA and anisotropic diffusion 168 coefficient (ADC) maps, assessed visually. The final {F i } maps are computed as follows:
where w {f 1,f 2,f 3} are the contributions of the gray matter (GM) compartments to each fiber population.
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By default: w f 1 = 48%, w f 2 = 37%, w f 3 = 15%. Finally, the resulting maps are normalized to fulfill
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Simulate (Phantomas) Segmentation (FSL) Fit tensor (MRTrix) Microstructural model (in-house) Diffantom diffantomizer workflow A B Figure the distorted (A3) phantoms, with a gray frame highlighting the absence of important tracks. Panels A2 and A4 show the segmentation of the right corticospinal tract (CST) represented with blue streamlines, the left CST (red streamlines), and the forceps minor (green streamlines) using tract querier. A2 and A4 include the slice 56 of the b0 and the pial surface is represented with transparency. In the distorted Diffantom (A4) the forceps minor was not detected. B. Recommended use of Diffantom. The phantom is designed to be used as ground-truth information in evaluation frameworks, to implement unit test of algorithms, to check integration of processing units within pipelines or to validate complete workflows. For instance, in order to evaluate artifacts, a perturbation can be induced in the microstructural model or after simulation to provide reference and test datasets.
